The standard design logos offered herein (“Logo”) are the exclusive property of University of Maryland Global Campus (“UMGC”). As such, UMGC owns all rights, title and interest in the Logos, including but not limited to, copyright, trademark, service mark, trade dress, moral rights, rights under any statutory protection of fine arts, and otherwise, as applicable. Use of the Logos means you acknowledge that Logos are being provided merely as a convenience and accommodation to you on an “AS IS” basis without warrant of any kind.

As a condition of Your use of any Logo provided to you by UMGC, You agree to:

- Refrain from asserting any ownership, proprietary or other rights in any Logo or to challenge, contest, or take any other action inconsistent with UMGC’s exclusive ownership rights in the Logos, irrespective of any use You may make of any Logo;
- Refrain from distributing to third parties without UMGC’s written permission or approval;
- Refrain from utilizing the Logo in any other manner or context other than the agreed upon use by You and an authorized UMGC agent;
- Refrain from seeking any form of registration in any state, federal or foreign jurisdiction, of any trademark, service mark, trade dress, logo or other commercial designation that includes any Logo or any colorable imitation or derivative thereof;
- Refrain from pursuing any claim, action or proceeding against UMGC, based upon any Logo used by You; and
- Indemnify and defend UMGC from and against any claim, cost or liability of any kind, including for copyright and trademark infringement, arising out of Your use of any Logos.

UMGC reserves the right to take action against any use of the Logos that does not conform to any of the conditions herein, or that infringes any intellectual property or other rights of UMGC or violates applicable law.

UMGC reserves the right to make any change to the information and/or license provided herein at any time for any reason. You acknowledge and agree that you are responsible for keeping up with any such changes. UMGC also reserves the right to revoke the Logos license for any reason, in which case you agree to remove the Logo(s) within 2 business days of notice of revocation. In such a case, you will be prohibited from reinstating the Logos or using it without further written permission from an authorized UMGC agent.

For more information on use of Logos and available options, please refer to the Brand Identity Guide for acceptable use and general instructions or contact Cynthia Friedman at cynthia.friedman@umuc.edu or Vicky Robinson at vicky.robinson@umuc.edu.